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ABSTRACT 

"Big data" is a branch of health care informatics that pools large and disparate data sets and 

applies a suite of mathematical approaches that derives associations, facilitates comparisons and generates 

insights in medical aspects. The data sets can be comprised of Electronic Health Record data, insurance 

claims, pharmacy utilization, care management systems, consumer as well as government information, 

public health etc.,  Life Sciences have been highly affected by the generation of large data sets, 

specifically by overloads of omics information (genomes, transcriptomes, epigenomes and other omics 

data from cells, tissues and organisms). Big data in health is concerned with meaningful datasets that are 

too big, too fast, and too complex for healthcare providers to process and interpret with existing tools. 

This paper attempts to integrate omics data with other data sets such as clinical data from patients. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, several ways [1] of defining big data exist as a broad term to encapsulate the 

challenges related to the processing of a massive amount of structured and unstructured data. Clearly, the 

size (or volume) of data is an important factor of big data. Indeed, the US healthcare system alone already 

reached 150 exabytes (1018) five years ago. Several open-source frameworks such as Hadoop have been 

considered to store distributed databases in a scalable architecture, as a basis for tools (e.g., Cascading, 

Pig, and Hive) that allow developing applications to process vast amounts of data on commodity clusters. 

EHRs describing patient treatments and outcomes are rich but underused information. The availability of 

the genomic, proteomic, and metabolic databases allows a better understanding of the development of 

complex diseases such as cancer. They also allow the search of new biomarkers using different pattern 

mining and clustering techniques. The clusters can be either partitional or hierarchical (tree-like nested 

structure). These methods can be further accelerated by using multicore CPU, GPU, and field-

programmable gate arrays with parallel processing techniques. 

The multiscale data generated [2] from individuals is continuously increasing, particularly with the 

new high-throughput sequencing platforms, real-time imaging, and point of care devices, as well as 

wearable computing and mobile health technologies. They provide genomics, proteomics and 

metabolomics, as well as long-term. A single whole human genome obtained by the next-generation 

sequencing is typically 3 GB. Depending on the average depth of coverage, this can vary up to 200 GB, 

making it a clear source of big data for health. 
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1.1 Big data in  Clinical trials 

 

Clinical trials and studies [3] are all about conducting research into disease and conditions, and the 
various treatment methods that may ease symptoms or eradicate the illness altogether they explore which 
treatments work best for which illnesses and in which groups of patient. All around the world, electronic 

business machine is the established standard for the provision of healthcare. But, in the age of big data, 

that might be about to change. Clinical trials work by testing new treatments in small groups at first, 

looking at how well the treatment works and to identify any side effects. If a trial proves promising, it is 
expanded to include larger groups of people. Often the trial will include comparing the new treatment to 
other treatments by separating patients into different groups, each trialing a different treatment. This is 
usually done by a process called randomization, where patients are assigned to the various groups 
randomly. A staggering 80% of medical and clinical information about patients is formed of unstructured 
data, such as written physician notes, consultant notes, radiology notes, pathology results, discharge notes 
from a hospital, etc. Schulte, a physician who was Apixio’s Chief Medical Officer before being appointed 
CEO, says, “If we want to learn how to better care for individuals and understand more about 

the health of the population as a whole, we need to be able to mine unstructured data for insights.” 

 

1.2. Genome with big data 

 

       Whole genome sequencing by Next Generation Sequencing is important to the study of complex 

diseases such as cancer. It has been a long-standing problem in cancer treatment that drugs often have 

heterogeneous treatment responses even for the same type of cancer, and some drugs only show profound 

sensitivity in a small number of patient [4,5] . A bottleneck in analyzing big data is to obtain fast 

inference in real time from large and high-dimensional observations. For instance, high-dimensional 

spaces may arise from an extensive set of biomarkers [6, 7], health attributes, and sensor fusion. From a 

software point of view, processing big data is usually linked to parallel programming paradigms such as 

MapReduce [8]. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Big data analytics has an indispensable role in fostering those enhanced relations because it vastly 

enriches the remarkable but isolated wonder of the genome-on-a-thumb drive. Healthcare providers and 

drug makers now have the ability to explore and analyze omics data not only for an individual, but also in 

an aggregate from an increasing number of patients in specific population studies [9]. Online tools, such 

as the General Practice Research Database, applied [10] to clinical studies in drug discovery and 

assessment exemplify how IT is impacting biomedicine.  
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2.1. Big data in biomedical field 

Big data in biomedicine is driven by the single premise of one day having personalized medicine 

programs that will significantly improve patient care. Constant advances in understanding of different 

omics information are providing the footholds into establishing, for the first time, the causal genetic 

factors that could help manage the golden triangle of treatment: the right target, the right chemistry and 

the right patient. Solutions to deal with this overload of information are becoming a reality. However, 

challenges ahead include funneling clinical data, omics data, administrative data and also financial 

information securely into an unified system [11] to achieve better patient outcomes, advance research and 

continually improve the quality of patient care while reducing costs. 

2.2. Big data Analytics 

Most of the big data surge is unstructured information and is not typically easy for traditional 

databases to analyze it. Therefore, the predictive power of big data has been explored recently in fields 

such as public health, science and medicine [12]. Big data describe a new generation of technologies and 

architectures, designed to extract value from large volumes of a wide variety of data by enabling high-

velocity capture, discovery and analysis [13]. This world of big data requires a shift in computing 

architecture so that researchers can handle both the data storage requirements and the heavy server 

processing needed to analyze large volumes of data in a secure manner. Cloud computing is the only 

storage model that can provide the elastic scale needed for DNA sequencing, whose rate of technology 

advancement could now exceed Moore’s Law [14] One of the greatest scientific discoveries of our 

generation is the mapping of the human genome. Our genome can be sequenced [15] for between $1000 

and $4000, and scientists predict that $100 individual genome sequencing can be seen in the next few 

years. 

2.3. Omics with big data 

  Pipelines to deal with increasing amounts of omics data will be needed to store, transfer, analyze, 

visualize and generate ‘short’ reports for researchers and clinicians (Fig. 1). In fact, an entirely new 

genomics industry could result from cloud computing, which will transform medicine and life sciences. 

Indeed, cloud computing opens a new world of possibilities for the genomics industry to transform the 

way that it approaches research and medicine. Success in biomedical research to deal with the increasing 

amounts of omics data combined with clinical information will depend on the ability to interpret large 

data sets that are generated by different emerging technologies. Big corporations, such as Microsoft, 

Apple, Oracle, Amazon, Google, Facebook and Twitter, are masters in dealing with big data sets [16]. 

Other solutions to deal with big data, especially when analyzing complex genomics information, include 

the use of graphics processing units (GPUs). GPUs have the potential to improve quickly and drastically 

computational power over conventional processors, even when compared with the cloud [17]. For 

example, GPUs can be used as a tool to detect gene–gene interactions in genome wide studies [18]. 

Compared with the currently used central processing units (CPUs), GPUs are highly parallel hardware 

providing massive computation resources. GPUs have been recently used for proteomic analysis [19] and 

metagenomic sequence classification [20], and could be applied to deal with heterogeneous sources of 

data, such as clinical and genomic information. NextBio uses data about the human genome to aid 

providers in making personalized medical decisions. Their big-data technology uses both public and 
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proprietary molecular and genomic data, as well as clinical information from individual patients which is 

uploaded by the provider into a HIPAA-compliant secure domain [21] 

Using high-throughput technologies [22] ,an exhaustive number of measurements can be 

performed over a short period of time giving access to individuals’ DNA, transcribed RNA from genes 

over time, DNA methylation and protein profiles of specific tissues and cells, metabolites,that relates to 

the types  of omics such as  genomics, transcriptomics, epigenomics and proteomics and metabolomics 

respectively. 

Initially, there were great expectations for omics data to provide clues on the mechanisms 

underlying disease initiation and progression as well as new strategies for disease prediction, prevention 

and treatment [23]. The idea was to translate omics profiles into subject-specific care based on their 

disease networks shown in Fig.1.  However, our ability to decipher molecular mechanisms that regulate 

complex relationships remain limited despite growing access to omics profiles. Biological processes are 

very complex, and this coupled with the noisy nature of experimental data (e.g. cellular heterogeneity) 

and the limitations of statistical analyses (e.g. false positive associations) poses many challenges to 

detecting interactions between “networks” and “networks of networks”. Fig.1 shows the omics Profile of 

personalized medicine. 

 

 

Fig.1. A Basic framework of personalized medicine 
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2.4. Challenges in Omics data 

Major investments need to be made in bioinformatics. Classic research laboratories do not 

possess sufficient storage and computational resources for processing omics data. Laboratory-hosted 

servers require investments in informatics support for configuring and using software. Such servers are 

not only expensive to setup and maintain, but do not meet the dynamic requirements of different 

workflows for processing omics data, leading to either extravagant or sub-optimal servers. One promising 

technology to close the gap between generation and handling of omics data is cloud computing [24, 25] . 

The integration of omics data is both a challenge and an opportunity in biostatistics and biomathematics 

that is an increasing reality with the decreasing costs of omics profiles. Omics data embody a large 

mixture of signals and errors, where our current ability to identify novel associations comes at the cost of 

tolerating larger error thresholds in the context of big data. Major investments need to be made in the 

fields of bioinformatics, biomathematics, and biostatistics to develop translational analyses of omics data 

and make the best use of high-throughput technologies [26] 

III. CONCLUSION  

Despite the remarkable progress in these technologies, the analysis and mining of existing genomics data 

are still challenging due to the complexity of genetic inheritance, metabolic partitioning, and 

developmental regulations. Integration of knowledge from omics-based research is an emerging issue 

because the risk factor is to identify significance, gain biological insights and promote translational 

research. From these perspectives, omics” technologies provide exciting new opportunities and imminent 

breakthrough in human DNA vaccines incorporating latest technologies.  
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